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Muro Santito Concretus
If there is any wall that should be built, it is the one that contains the Cristo Mountain and
its surrounding hills.
Within its walls should contain all the contiguous parts of the mountain both north and
south of the USA and Mexico border. That will require the wall to intersect the border at
a 90 degree angle both east and west of the mountain.
Rational for this:
If it is true that Americans are protective of their right to religious freedom, then this right
is demanded and to be respected along the border.
Before there was an uproar about illegal immigration, both peoples of the south and north
of the border would pilgrimage to this top of this Cristo Rey in celebration of numbers
Christian events and then peacefully return to where they came from.
Does a border fence override religious freedom? If should not when the solution given is
superior to the simple act of putting a fence along the border.
A wall 15 feet or taller can be erected over time to encircle most of the land to be
protected as one contiguous land mass that both contains the Cristo Rey mountain and its
surrounding hills that would keep its foot hills from being threaten later by unwanted
development around this mountain.
At its intersection point, it would be its most protected point due to the imposing wall and
guarded entrance from both law enforcement agencies on both sides of the border.
Since the wall moves further south, the actual line that is penetrated would have to occur
further away from the borderline and be doubly guarded; guarded at the wall and at the
borderline.
The wall could be lit up at night both making it an attractive landmark and an area well lit
for surveillance, which of course would be day and night as this would be a privately
secured property.
With some luck and good design, it may turn out to be the “Great Wall” of the southwest
and attract tourist whom may want to walk along the wall at certain allowed places and
times. Positive occupation would deter negative illegal crossings in this area. Just the
type of activity wanted which is economically (market) driven and adds or improves on
the security mechanisms proposed in the first place.
This would also serve as a wall of posterity for the region. Some time in the future they
may build two large churches both south and north and other religious sanctuaries that are
all contained within this circular wall.

